Abstract-Routing is a widespread approach to transfer information from a source node to a destination node in many deployed wireless ad-hoc networks. Today's implemented routing algorithms seek to efficiently find the path/route with the largest Full-Duplex (FD) capacity, which is given by the minimum among the point-to-point link capacities in the path. Such an approach may be suboptimal if then the nodes in the selected path are operated in Half-Duplex (HD) mode. Recently, the capacity (up to a constant gap that only depends on the number of nodes in the path) of an HD line network i.e., a path) has been shown to be equal to half of the minimum of the harmonic means of the capacities of two consecutive links in the path. This paper asks the questions of whether it is possible to design a polynomialtime algorithm that efficiently finds the path with the largest HD capacity in a relay network. This problem of finding that path is shown to be NP-hard in general. However, if the number of cycles in the network is polynomial in the number of nodes, then a polynomial-time algorithm can indeed be designed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there have been promising advances in the design of Full-Duplex (FD) transceivers [1] , [2] . Proposed FD designs however require complex self-interference cancellation techniques. Given this, in the near future it is envisioned that nodes will continue to operate in HD mode -as recently announced, for example, in 3GPP Rel-13 [3] .
Today's wireless ad-hoc networks route information from a source node to a destination node through a single multi-hop path, consisting of consecutive point-to-point links. Routing is considered an appealing option since a route/path can be efficiently operated, while providing energy savings (since only the nodes along the path are operated) and limiting the level of interference in the network. A rich body of literature on wireless routing exists [4] , [5] , [6] . In this paper we revisit the problem of HD routing in wireless networks starting from the following observation.
Many routing algorithms seek to efficiently find the path/route with the largest FD capacity, which is given by the minimum among the point-to-point link capacities in the path. Such an approach may be suboptimal if then the nodes in the selected path are operated in HD mode, as shown by the example in Fig. 1 . Recall that, given a path that connects node k 0 to node k N +1 through N intermediate HD relays and point-to-point link capacities c ki−1,ki , ∀i ∈ [1 : N + 1], the HD capacity (up to a constant gap that only depends on the number of nodes in the path) is given by [7] C = min i∈ [1:N ] c ki−1,ki c ki,ki+1 c ki−1,ki + c ki,ki+1
. By applying the expression in (1), we find that the best HDroute (within the blue box in Fig. 1 ) has an HD capacity of 13.04, which is 30% higher than the HD capacity of the best FD-route (within the red box in Fig. 1 , with FD capacity of 20 but HD capacity of 10). With best FD (resp. HD) route we refer to the path that has the largest (FD resp. HD) capacity. The above example shows that in general it is suboptimal to find the best HD path by using as optimization metric the FD capacity of the path. In fact, one can show that there exist networks for which routing based on the FD capacities yields a route with HD capacity equal to half that of the best HD route [8] . This observation naturally suggests the question: Does there exist an efficient (polynomial-time) algorithm that finds the route in a network with the best HD capacity? Contribution. The main result of this paper is that the problem of finding the best HD route is NP-hard in general. Our proof is based on a reduction from the 3SAT problem [9] . Additionally, we provide a sufficient criterion -based on the number of cycles in the network -for the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm for some networks. Related Work. An HD route connecting a source node to a destination node through N relays is an N -relay HD line network. For an HD line network, although the capacity is known to be given by the cut-set bound (since the line network is a degraded relay channel [10] ), a closed-form expression of it as a function of the point-to-point link capacities is not yet available. Recent results in [11] , generalized an observation in [12] , by showing that the HD capacity of a Gaussian relay network can be approximated to within a constant gap (i.e., which is independent on the channel parameters and only depends on the number of relays N ) by the cut-set upper bound evaluated with a deterministic schedule independent of the transmitted and received signals and with independent inputs. Throughout the paper, we refer to this as the approximate capacity. Recently, in [7] we provided a closed-form characterization of the approximate capacity for a Gaussian HD line network (see the expression in (1)) and we developed an algorithm to calculate the deterministic schedule needed to achieve this approximate capacity in O(N 2 ) time. A line of work in routing algorithms [13] , [14] , [15] focused on finding a route between the source and the destination while assuming that the point-to-point link capacities can only take values of 0 or 1. Under this assumption, the route selection based on the FD capacities is optimal. Finding the route with the largest FD capacity is equivalent to the problem of finding the widest-path between a pair of vertices in a graph [16] . This can be solved efficiently (i.e., in polynomial-time) by adapting any algorithm that finds the shortest path between a pair of vertices in a graph (e.g., Dijkstra's algorithm [17] ). For routing with multi-rate link capacities, several heuristic metrics have been proposed to enhance the selection of routes in an ad-hoc wireless network [4] , [5] .
Differently, we are here interested in selecting the route with the largest HD approximate capacity, by also trying to fundamentally address the complexity of finding such a path. Paper Organization. Section II describes the setting of our problem and the known capacity results for HD line networks. Section III proves the NP-hardness of finding the best HD route in a network. Section IV describes special network classes for which a polynomial-time algorithm for finding the best HD route exists. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider a network represented by the directed graph G where V(G) and E(G) are the set of vertices (communication nodes) and the set of edges (point-to-point links) in G, respectively. The point-to-point link between any two nodes is assumed to be a discrete memoryless channel. For each edge e ∈ E(G), we represent the point-to-point link capacity with c(e) > 0. Over this graph, information flows from a source node S ∈ V(G) to a destination node D ∈ V(G). For the graph G with N + 2 vertices, we denote the source vertex as v 0 and the destination vertex as v N +1 .
A path
An S-D simple path in G is a path for which v k1 = v 0 and v km+1 = v N +1 and all m + 1 vertices in P are distinct, i.e., there are no cycles in P. The HD approximate capacity of the S-D simple path P is [7] C P = min i∈ [2:m] c(e ki−1,ki ) c(e ki,ki+1 ) c(e ki−1,ki ) + c(e ki,ki+1 ) ,
where e ki−1,ki , i ∈ [1 : m + 1], represents the edge from node v ki−1 ∈ P to node v ki ∈ P. The approximate capacity expression in (2) is half of the minimum harmonic mean of the capacities of each two consecutive edges in P.
Remark 1. The expression in (2) was derived in [7] in the context of Gaussian noise networks. However, the analysis directly extends if we replace each of the Gaussian point-topoint link with any discrete memoryless channel. This holds since the cut-set bound is tight for any HD line network (i.e., degraded relay network [10] ) where point-to-point links are discrete memoryless channels assuming we allow for dynamic schedules [12] . As a result, deterministic schedules would only reduce the capacity by at most 1 bit per relay, thus providing the same constant-gap approximation needed in [7] .
III. HD ROUTING IS NP-HARD IN this section, our goal in this section is to prove that the problem of finding the best HD route in a network is NPhard. Towards this end, we start by showing that, if we want to find the path P with the largest value of C P in (2), then it is necessary to restrict our search over simple paths.
A. Non-simple paths are misleading in HD Practically, a communication route through a network is expected to be a simple path, i.e, a path that contains no cycles. This is due to the fact that for a non-simple path, e.g.,
we know that -from the degraded nature of the network -the information sent from v m to v 2 is a noisy version of the information that is already available at v 2 (since v 2 appeared earlier in the path). Thus, for the simple path P simple = S − v 1 − v 2 − D, we fundamentally have that
This observation is true for both FD and HD paths in the network and therefore the best path (in FD or HD) is naturally a simple path. When routing using the FD capacities (to select the best FD route), this observation turns out to be just a technicality since the expression for the FD capacity already exhibits the fundamental property described in (3). Particularly, we have that E(P simple ) ⊆ E(P cyclic ), which directly implies that
{c(e)} ≤ min
Thus, an algorithm that selects a route in FD can end up with either type of paths (simple or cyclic). If the path is cyclic, then we can prune it to get a simple path while ensuring that pruning can only improve the computed capacity. Differently, for HD routing, it is very important to restrict ourselves to searching over simple paths as the HD approximate capacity expression in (2) only applies to simple paths. Furthermore, applying the expression in (2) to a path with a cycle can actually increase the approximate capacity (in contradiction to the fundamental property in (3)). To illustrate this, consider the network example shown in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , we now focus on the two paths: the simple path P 1 = S − v 1 − D and the non-simple path
Note that P 1 is a simple path and P 2 is a cyclic extension of P 1 by adding the cycle v 1 − v 2 − v 3 − v 1 . If we apply the expression in (2) on both paths, we get the value equal to 7.5 for P 1 and for P 2 we get 13.05. Thus, if an algorithm is allowed to consider non-simple paths, then it would output the path even though we know fundamentally that C P1 ≥ C P2 . This is the first major problem that arises when we allow an algorithm to output non-simple paths based on the expression in (2). The second problem arises when we observe that Fig. 2 is actually the best HD simple path from S to D. However, since applying (2) for P 2 yields 13.05, which is larger than what we get for P 3 (i.e., 10), then the algorithm will output a non-simple path P 2 which when pruned does not yield the best HD path. Thus, an algorithm designed with the goal to find the best HD path needs to be aware of the type of paths that it processes. In other words, we can no longer rely on pruning non-simple paths that an algorithm outputs as these non-simple paths in HD can mislead the algorithm into not selecting the best HD path as illustrated in this example. As a consequence of the above discussion, in the rest of the section, we focus on the problem of finding the simple (i.e., acyclic) path with the largest HD approximate capacity.
B. Find the best HD simple path is NP-hard
Our goal in this subsection, is to prove that the search problem of finding the S-D simple path with the largest HD approximate capacity in a graph is NP-hard. Towards proving this, we first show that the related decision problem "HDPath", which is defined below, is NP-complete.
Definition 1 (HD-Path problem). Given a directed graph G and a scalar Z > 0, does there exist an S-D simple path in G with an HD approx. capacity greater than or equal to Z?
Since the decision problem defined above can be reduced in polynomial-time to finding the S − D simple path with the largest HD approximate capacity, then by proving the NPcompleteness of the decision problem, we also prove that the search problem is NP-hard.
The HD-Path problem is NP because, given a guess for a path, we can verify in polynomial-time whether it is simple (i.e., no repeated vertices) and whether its HD approximate capacity is greater than or equal to Z by simply evaluating the expression in (2).
To prove the NP-completeness of the HD-Path problem, we now show that the classical 3SAT problem (which is NPcomplete) [9] can be reduced in polynomial-time to the HDPath decision problem in Definition 1. For 3SAT, we are given a boolean expression B in 3-conjunctive normal form,
where: (i) B is a conjunction of m clauses {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m }, each containing a disjunction of three literals and (ii) a literal p ij is either a boolean variable x k or its negationx k for some k ∈ [1 : n]. The boolean expression B is satisfiable if the variables x [1:n] can be assigned boolean values so that B is true. The 3SAT problem answers the question: Is the given B satisfiable? We next prove the main result of this section through the following lemma.
Lemma 1.
There exists a polynomial-time reduction from the 3SAT problem to the HD-Path problem.
Proof. To prove this statement, we are going to create a sequence of graphs based on the boolean statement B given to the 3SAT problem. In each of these graphs, we show that the existence of a satisfying assignment for B is equivalent to a particular feature in the graph. Finally, we construct an HD network where the feature equivalent to a satisfying assignment of B is to find a simple path with HD approximate capacity greater than or equal to Z. In particular, our proof follows four steps of graph constructions, which are explained in details in what follows. To illustrate these four steps we use the following boolean expression as a running example:
where, with the notation in (4), the literals are assigned as
j=1 e ti,vij , e vij ,ri . Now we connect the gadget graphs G i , i ∈ [1 : m], by adding directed edges e ri,ti+1 , ∀i ∈ [1 : m−1]. Finally, we introduce a source vertex S and a destination vertex D and the directed edges e S,t1 and e rm,D . We denote this new graph construction by G B . Note that each vertex v ij in G B represents a literal p ij in the boolean expression B. We call a pair of vertices
Let F be the set of all such forbidden pairs. Consider an
in the graph G B that contains at most one vertex from any forbidden pair in F. Using the indexes characterizing the path P, if we set the literals p i i to be true ∀i ∈ [1 : m], then this is a valid assignment (since, by our definition, P avoids all forbidden pairs in F). Additionally, since we set one literal to be true in each clause, then this assignment satisfies B.
Hence the existence of a path P in G B that avoids forbidden pairs implies that B is satisfiable. Similarly, we can show that if B is satisfiable, then we can construct a path that avoids forbidden pairs in G B using any assignment that satisfies B.
Example. The boolean expression in (5) has m = 3 clauses. Hence, we construct 3 gadget digraphs that are connected to form G B as represented in Fig. 3 . Since each vertex v ij , i ∈ [1 : m], j ∈ [1 : 3], in G B represents a literal p ij in the boolean expression in (5) (i.e., p ij = v ij ) and the literals are assigned as described in (6), then the set of forbidden pairs is given by
as also shown in Fig. 3 .
2) Next we modify the set of forbidden pairs F and the graph G B such that each vertex appears at most once in F. For each vertex v ij that appears in at least one forbidden pair of
We finally replace the vertex v ij in G B with a path connecting the vertices v ij,k , ∀v k ∈ V F (v ij ). We denote this new graph as G
The new set of forbidden pairs F
• is defined based on the set F as
Note that, for this new set of forbidden pairs, each vertex in G • B appears in at most one forbidden pair. Let V F • be the set of vertices that appear in F
• . Then ∀v ij,kl ∈ V F • , we replace v ij,kl with a path that consists of three vertices. In particular, for any vertex v ij,k ∈ V F • , we replace it with a directed path a ij,kl − v ij,kl − b ij,kl . We call this new graph G B and the forbidden pair set F = F
• . The newly introduced vertices a ij,k and b ij,k are called a-type and b-type vertices, respectively. Similar to our earlier argument for G B , note that a path in G B that avoids forbidden pairs in F gives a valid satisfying assignment for the boolean argument B. In the reverse direction, if we have an assignment that satisfies B, then by taking one true literal from each clause C i , i ∈ [1 : m], we can choose t i − r i paths that avoid forbidden pairs. By connecting these paths together, we get an S-D path in G B that avoids forbidden pairs.
Example. For our running example, given the set of forbidden pairs F in (7), we have
where y ← Y indicates that in G
• B the vertex y is replaced by the path Y. The set of forbidden pairs F
• is then given by as shown in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, we have F • = F , where F
• is defined in (8).
3) Our next step is to modify G B to incorporate F directly into the structure of the graph. For each (v ij,k , v k ,ij ) ∈ F introduce a new vertex f ij,k to replace v ij,k and v k ,ij . All edges that were incident from (to) v ij,k and v k ,ij are now incident from (to) f ij,k . We call these newly introduced vertices as f-type vertices and denote this new graph as G Fig. 3 .
It is not difficult to see that an S-D path in G Fig. 5 . In particular, G
• B is constructed from G B in Fig. 4 ,
, which is connected to the other nodes as explained above.
4) Our next step is to modify G
• B by introducing edge capacities. For any edge e ∈ E(G • B ) that is not incident from or to an f-type vertex, we set the capacity of that edge c(e) = 3Z. For an f-type vertex f ij,k , let g 1 and h 1 be the edges incident to it from a ij,k and incident from it to b ij,k , respectively. Similarly, let g 2 and h 2 be the edges incident from a k ,ij and to b k ,ij , respectively. Then, we set the edge capacities of these edges as
We now need to show that finding a path satisfying Rules 1 and 2 is equivalent to finding a simple path in G • B with HD approximate capacity greater than or equal to Z. It is not difficult to see that a path that follows Rules 1 and 2 is simple and has an HD approximate capacity greater than or equal to Z (by avoiding subpaths a ij,k − f ij,k − b k ,ij ). To prove the equivalence, we now need to show that a simple path with capacity greater than or equal to Z satisfies Rules 1 and 2. Towards this end, note that Rule 1 is inherently satisfied since the path is simple (i.e., it visits any vertex at most once). For Rule 2, we next argue that both subpaths are avoided by contradiction.
Assume that the simple path selected contains a subpath of the form a ij,k − f ij,k − b k ,ij . By our construction of the edge capacities, both the edges e a ij,k ,f ij,k and e f ij,k ,b k ,ij have a capacity equal to 1.5Z. This gives us a contradiction since half of the harmonic mean between the capacities of these two consecutive edges is equal to 0.75Z. Since the HD approximate capacity of a path is the minimum of half of the harmonic means of its consecutive edges, then the selected path cannot have an HD approximate capacity greater than or equal to Z, which leads to a contraction. Thus, a subpath a ij,k −f ij,k −b k ,ij is always avoided. We now need to prove that also the path a k ,ij − f ij,k − b ij,k is always avoided. Towards this end, assume that the simple path selected with HD approximate capacity greater than or equal to Z contains (for some i , j , k and ) a subpath of the form a k ,i j − f i j ,k − b i j ,k . Note that, as per our construction in the graph G
• B , we have that i < k . Let i be the smallest index i for which such a subpath exists in our selected path. Since for the subpath in question we have that i < k , then to reach a k ,i j from S, we have already visited r i earlier in the path. However, to move from b i j ,k to D (after the subpath in question), we need to pass through r i once more. Clearly, since the path is simple, this leads to a contradiction. Thus, a subpath a k ,ij − f ij,k − b ij,k is also always avoided. This completes the proof that a simple path with capacity greater than or equal to Z satisfies Rule 2. Therefore, finding a path satisfying Rules 1 and 2 is equivalent to finding a simple path in G • B with HD approximate capacity greater than or equal to Z. The second statement is an instance of the HD-Path problem in Definition 1.
Note that in each of the four graph constructions described earlier, we construct one graph from the other using a polynomial number of operations. Thus, this proves by construction that there exists a polynomial reduction from the 3SAT problem to the HD-Path problem. This concludes the proof of Lemma 1. Example. For our running example the assignment of the edge capacities is shown in Fig. 5 , where black and blue edges have a capacity of 3Z and red edges have a capacity of 1.5Z.
IV. SOME INSTANCES WITH POLYNOMIAL-TIME

SOLUTIONS
In this section, we discuss a special class of networks for which there exists a polynomial-time algorithm to find a simple path with the largest HD approximate capacity. In particular, we focus on networks where the number of cycles is polynomial, i.e., the number of cycles is at most N α for some constant α > 0, where N +2 is the total number of nodes in the network. Our approach is based on relating paths in a network (described by the digraph G) to paths in the line digraph of G denoted as L G . We describe the relation in the following subsection and then present an algorithm that finds the best HD simple path in polynomial-time for the aforementioned class of networks.
A. The line digraph perspective to the best HD path problem
A line digraph of a digraph G is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Line digraph L G ). For a given digraph G, its line digraph L G is a digraph defined by the set of vertices V(L G ) and the set of directed edges E(L G
An illustration of a digraph and its associated line digraph is shown in Fig. 6 . We can make the two following observations on how simple HD paths are represented in the line digraph.
1) HD paths in G are equivalent to FD paths in L G . Note that a path P in a network G can be equivalently defined as the sequence of its adjacent edges (instead of vertices), i.e., we can equivalently write the path P = v k1 − v k2 − · · · − v km in G as P = e k1,k2 − e k2,k3 − · · · − e km−1,km . Given this and from the definition of the line digraph L G , the path P in G is equivalent to the path
For each edge e ij,jk ∈ E(L G ), we define the capacity for the edge e ij,jk as
where c(e i,j ) is the point-to-point link capacity of the edge (link) e i,j in G. Thus, we have that the FD capacity of the path P L in L G is given by
where C P is defined in (2) . From (10) and our previous discussion, we can conclude that, to find the path with the largest HD approximate capacity in the network described by the digraph G, we can first find the path in L G that has the largest FD capacity (where the link capacities in L G are defined as in (9)) and then map this path in L G into its equivalent in G.
2) Simple paths in G are equivalent to simple chordless paths in L G . We start by defining chordal and chordless paths in digraphs.
Definition 3 (Chordal and chordless paths).
A path in the digraph G is chordal if there exists an edge e ∈ E(G ) such that its endpoints are two non-consecutive vertices in the path. A path that is not chordal is called chordless.
For example, with reference to Fig. 6 , the path
a chordal path in G since e 3,2 ∈ E(G) and the vertices v 3 and v 2 belong to the path but are non-consecutive. Thus, e 3,2 is a chord for this path in G. A similar reasoning holds for e S,1 .
Consider a cyclic path P cycle in G. This implies that some vertex v k ∈ P cycle appears at least twice in the path. Denote with v q1 the node following v k in its first appearance in P cycle and with v q2 the node preceding v k in its second appearance in the path P cycle . Then, if we write the line digraph equivalence of P cycle , we have
From the construction of E(L G ) in Definition 2, we see that the edge e q2k,kq1 ∈ E(L G ), which implies that P L cycle is chordal.
Differently, for a simple path P simple , any vertex v k ∈ P simple appears only once. Thus, in the line digraph equivalent path P L simple , the index k appears only in two consecutive vertices, which implies that P L simple is chordless. This shows the equivalence described in our observation between simple paths in G and simple chordless paths in L G .
Given the two observations above, we can now equivalently describe our HD routing problem on the line digraph as follows: Can we find the chordless simple path in L G that has the largest FD capacity?
B. An algorithm on the line digraph L G The goal of the algorithm described in this section is to find the chordless simple path in L G that has the largest FD capacity. The algorithm described here is a modification of the result proposed in [18] for selecting shortest paths while avoiding forbidden subpaths. To start, we first modify our given network (described by G) so that the source S and the destination D have at most degree one. In particular, we modify the digraph G by adding two new nodes (namely, S and D ) that are connected only to S and D with edges e S ,S and e D,D (similar to Fig. 6 ). These two added edges have point-to-point capacities equal to X → ∞. Denote this new digraph by G and create the line digraph associated with G and denote it by
G , we now consider the node v S S as our source and the node v DD as our intended destination.
The algorithm is based on incrementally applying Dijkstra's algorithm [17] . We first try to find the best FD path from
G by running Dijkstra's algorithm. Note that Dijkstra's algorithm returns a spanning tree rooted at v S S that describes the best FD path from v S S to each vertex v in L (i) G . We denote the tree from our initial run as T 0 . From this point, the algorithm iterates (until termination) over four main steps described as follows (starting with i = 0).
Step 1. Given the line digraph L Fig. 6 (indexes ij instead of v ij are used for ease of notation). Boldface numbers represent the FD capacity with which a node can be reached from SS using the tree T 0 . The highlighted path is the route selected from this tree T 0 from S S to DD .
and v kmkm+1 , where v k1k2 is the vertex that among the two appears earlier in the path P Step 3. We now introduce new vertices to the graph L to−fix , i.e., we include the edge e k i k i+1 ,k i+1 k i+2 ∀i ∈ [2 : m−1] with the same edge capacity as e kiki+1,ki+1ki+2 .
Then, for every
, we add an edge that connects v i j to the replica vertex of v kiki+1 , i.e., we add the edge e i j ,k i k i+1 (with the same edge capacity as e i j ,kiki+1 ). In other words, every vertex in L G are shown in Fig. 8 .
Step 4. In the fourth step, our goal is to create the spanning tree T i+1 of the best FD paths associated with the digraph L (i+1) G . To ensure termination of the algorithm, a condition for this construction is that T i+1 should be made as similar as possible to T i [18] . To do so, we run Dijkstra's algorithm to G in Fig. 8 . Boldface numbers represent the FD capacity with which a node can be reached from SS using each tree.
find the new spanning tree T i+1 but we start at an intermediate stage in the algorithm, since we already know part of the spanning tree from T i . In particular, we do the following procedure. Recall our definition of P
to−fix and its endpoint v kmkm+1 in Step 2. Define V (i+1) redo to be the set of vertices for which we need to find a new best FD path. In particular, we define V redo , the path connecting v SS to v in T i does not pass through P (i) to−fix . As a result, we can copy this part of T i to T i+1 without loss of generality. Clearly, replica vertices never existed before L (i+1) G so there is no known path for them in T i . Similarly, the path from v S S to v kmkm+1 (and its descendants) passes through P (i) to−fix , thus we need to find a new route for them now that the chordal path has been eliminated from the graph. Also it is not difficult to see that any v ∈ V (i+1) redo will not be a descendant of v, ∀v ∈ V (i+1) redo as this would contradict the need to find a new path for some vertex in V (i+1) redo . As per our discussion above, we find the rest of T i+1 by initializing an intermediate point in the Dijkstra's algorithm and continue the execution of the algorithm from there. In particular, we start from the point where ∀v ∈ V (i+1) redo have been expanded (and thus appear in T i+1 with the same path as in T i ). We denote the intermediate version of T i+1 at this point as T i+1 , which is a pruned version of the tree T i . Note that, at any iteration of the classical Dijkstra's algorithm, a yet to be expanded vertex v has a best so-far path from v S S of FD capacity c (v). This achievable FD capacity at an unexpanded vertex v is based on the maximum capacity achieved by each of the neighbor vertices that have already been expanded and added to the spanning tree T i+1 as well as the capacities of incident edges from those neighbor vertices to the vertex v. We denote the capacity of a neighbor vertex v that was already expanded asĉ Ti+1 L (v ). We now note that the point from which we are going to start Dijkstra's algorithm is when the set of unexpanded vertices is V 
Now that we have the initialization of Dijkstra's algorithm to the state that we want, we run the standard routine of the algorithm to continue expanding the vertices in V (i+1) redo . When all the vertices have been expanded, we get the final tree T i+1 . Example. For our running example and i = 0, the tree T 1 (which is a subset of T 0 ) and the new generated tree T 1 for L (1) G are shown in Fig. 9 . It is worth noting that the spanning tree T 1 in Fig. 9 has the path P
(1) L = 7 that is chordless. Hence the algorithm returns this path and terminates (see Step 1) .
It is important to note that, from the replication procedure we do in Step 3, we add a number of replica vertices equal to the length of P (i) to−fix minus two (since we do not replicate the endpoints). Moreover, in addition to the replica vertices, only one endpoint of P (i) to−fix is a member of V (i+1) redo (i.e., the vertex v kmkm+1 ). As a result V
Thus, the size of the network that Dijkstra's algorithm processes in
Step 4 does not increase from one iteration to the next. This implies that Step 4 of the algorithm has a complexity that is
The time complexity of Steps 1, 2 and 3 is linear in V L G and E L G . Let K G be the number of cycles in G. From the observation in Section IV-A, this is equal to the number of chordal paths in L G . Since in each iteration over the four steps, we eliminate one chordal path, then for a line graph with K G chordal paths, we make at most K G iterations. As a result, the complexity of the described algorithm for finding the simple chordless path with the largest FD capacity in
Note that the number of vertices in L G is equal to the number of edges in G and the number of edges in L G is upper bounded by the number of edges in G multiplied by the maximum vertex degree d. Additionally, the complexity of constructing a line digraph L G from a digraph G is of order O(|E(G)|d). Thus, the problem of finding the simple path in G with the largest HD approximate capacity is equivalent to creating the line digraph L G with FD capacities and then finding the chordless path with the largest FD capacity in that line digraph L G . The computational complexity of this procedure is O (|E(G)|d + ( + 1) (|E(G)| log |E(G)| + |E(G)|d)).
Corollary 2. If the number of cycles in a network with N relays (described by the digraph G) is at most polynomial O(N α ), then we can find the simple path with the largest HD approximate capacity in polynomial-time, i.e., in O((N α + 1)(|E(G)| log |E(G)| + |E(G)|d)). This holds even when we do not have an a priori knowledge of the location of the cycles.
As a network example for which Corollary 2 applies, we can study the layered network where the relays are arranged as N L relays per layer over L layers. Every relay can only communicate with the relays in the following layer of relays. It is not difficult to see that for this particular network, the number of cycles in the graph is equal to zero, i.e., K G = 0. In addition, the maximum degree d of a vertex is O(N L ) and the number of edges in the network is Θ(LN 2 L ). By substituting these values to the expression in Corollary 2, we get that the complexity of finding a simple path with the largest HD approximate capacity in a layered network is given by
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we proved that, given a network with a source node, a destination node and a number of relays, finding the path from the source to the destination with the largest HD approximate capacity is NP-hard in general. This represents a surprising result and it is fundamentally different from the FD counterpart, since the path with the largest FD capacity can always be discovered in polynomial-time. We also showed that, if the number of cycles inside the network is polynomial in the number of nodes, then a polynomial-time algorithm exists to find the best HD path.
Future work would include discovering alternative sufficient conditions that allow to develop polynomial-time algorithms (similar to the one on the number of cycles presented in this paper) and designing low-complexity algorithms that, even if not optimal, ensure that a significant portion of the best HD path approximate capacity can always be achieved.
